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ON A LOCAL STABILITY OF THE JENSEN FUNCTIONAL EQUATION
The problem of stability of Cauohy's femotional equation on a restrict domain D in R has a positive answer [5] . In this paper -we shall show that CauOhy's functional equation and Jensen's funotional equation on a restriot domain D being some subset of ft" are stable. Moreover, we shall use a suoh type result to give a positive answer to a problem of K. Nikodem ([3] , [4] ).
Let (X, ||*||) be a real Banach space and let D be a subset of X. We say that a function fiD--X is ¿-additive (t3>0 is fixed) in D iff (1) ||f(x+y) -f(x) -f(y)||s££ for all x,yeD suoh that x+y e D. Similarly, we say that fiD-X is 6-Jensen function iff
for all x,y e D suoh that If D -R* and (1) holds true with C « 0 we say that f is additive funotion and every funotion fsD--X satisfying (2) with £ -0 is oalled Jensen funotion.
P. Skof in [5] has proved that if f 1 [o,a)--X, a>0, is e -additive then there exists an additive funotion Ft R--X suoh that ||f(x) -F(x)||^ 3e for each x e [0,a). «fritting xe/? in the form (x.j,... ,xN) we see that F:/? N --X given by the formula
is an additive function. Moreover, for each xe [0,a) N , by (3) and (1) we get
This completes the proof. Proof. Putting
we note that Henoe, and by (6) we get condition (5). Lemma 2.
If fs(-a,a) N --X is an 6-additive in (-a,a) H then there exists an additive function Ft /? N --X such that
Proof. It is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Here, we use Lemma 1 instead of a result of P.Skof. w Theorem 2. Let Dc/? be a bounded set containing zero in its interior. If, moreover, Mora precisely, if non-negative integer p and positive a are suoh that the conditions
Assume that a and p fulfil the conditions (ii) and (iii)* On aocount of Lemma 2, we get the existence of an additive function F« --X for whioh the inequality (7) ||P(x) -f(x)IU(5N-1)6, xe(-a,a) N , holds true* Taking an arbitrary xeD we observe, by (i), that for any ke (l,2 p}, and condition (iii) implies that 4-xe (-a,a) N . It follows from (1) that for every xeD 2" and eaoh ke {l,2,...,pj Heifer) " and therefore (8) ||f
Now, by (7), (8) and the additivity of F we get ||G(x) -g(x)||* (25H-4)e, for all xe(-a,a) N . u Proof.
The function f^i-a.a) --X defining by the formula f., (x) g(x) -g(0) is 6-Jensen function, too, and moreover, f^O) -0. We define a function fjtf-a.a) 11 --X in the following manner t for any positive intteger n and According to (2) and f^O) = 0, for every ye (-a,a) and eaoh positive integer k we have The last equality together with (10) and (2) (for the funotion f1) imply that
for all x,y e(-a,a) H suoh that x+y e (-a,a) 1 *, whioh means that f is 5£-additive in (-a,a) N . By Lemma 2 we infer that there exists an additive function F« /? N --X suoh that (10) and (11)) ||G(x) -g(x)|| -||F(x) -f1(x)||ig25M6 -56 + t « (25N-4)e for every xe(-a,a) N . Theorem 3. Let D^c/?® be a bounded set with non-empty interior. If there exists an element xQe int D1 such that the set D »• D1 -xQ satisfies condition (i) then for every e-Jensen function g-j«^-X there exist Jensen function G1«--X and constant K (depending on g1) suoh that llG.,(x) -g.,(x)||s:K for any xeD.,.
More preoisely, if non-negative integer p and positive a fulfil conditions (ii) and (iii) then
Proof. Assume that a, p and D fulfil conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). The function
is an e-Jensen function in D. Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3 we define the functions f^ and f, namely
We note that Taking any xe D, by (12) and (13), we observe that
How, we put
Henoe, by definitions of g and f^ and (14) we get 
